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pIt is no new finding (inter alia Tsui & Tollefson 2004) that, in post-colonial countries,
political considerations weigh decisively on the choice of Medium of Instruction (MoI)
in school. For instance, in an attempt to break away from the colonial language and af-
firm their new political belonging, Northern African countries, once they attained in-
dependence, promoted Arabic. The move was eased by the example of Middle East
countries and the resources they could offer, human and otherwise, even if it
overlooked local linguistic realities - in particular Berber and local varieties of Arabic if
not French – and jeopardized in the process education outcomes (see Mohamed
(2007) for a detailed study of Algeria). However, with the possible exception of
Tanzania and erstwhile Madagascar, most African countries south of the Sahara with
no significant literate tradition in a language they could claim their own have refrained
from such ambitious political statement. Rather, they have maintained the former colo-
nial language throughout a generally expanding formal education system. When they
feature, local languages are usually restricted to the early years (Alidou 2004) and their
use remains highly controversial among many stakeholders (Qorro 2009).
In his case study of Mozambique which draws its argument from fieldwork in two
sites of the southern Gaza province, Chimbutane demonstrates the intrinsic link be-
tween attitudes towards language choice in education proper and in society at large.
Since 2003 an experiment in bilingual education, offered in a handful of rural schools,
has proved so popular regardless of the many challenges it faced and continues to face
that communities outside its planned scope have requested to be included. Thus the
experiment has embraced 16 or 17 languages over the 7 initially considered and circa
twice more classrooms and pupils (Lafon 2008, 2012 and 2013). This undeterred popu-
larity has led the political leadership to change drastically its ideological stance. It is
this dialectic that the book highlights, illustrating, given local circumstances, the
‘emancipatory force’ of the experiment (p167) (see also Chimbutane and Benson 2012).
Whereas African languages, hardly recognized in the present Constitution (Governo de
Moçambique 2004) had little space in public discourse, they are now part of a
revamped concept of Mozambicanhood (p161) which appears as a mix where modern-
ity blends with what Stroud aptly calls a “retraditionalisation” of society (2007:42,
quoted p126). Emphasis is placed on retrieving and revitalising cultural roots, at times2013 Lafon; licensee Springer. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
icense (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium,
rovided the original work is properly cited.
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over language in the 2006-2010/11 Education plan (Governo de Moçambique 2006).
And this new framework may reach far beyond education. A reflection on language
policy was launched in 2008 by the Ministry of Culture and the shift in thinking was
echoed in the Carta de Maputo emanating from the 2011 PALOP (Países Africanos de
Língua Oficial Portuguesa) meeting (Esteve Filimão, interviews, July 2010, October
2011; http://www.iilp.org.cv/; Lafon 2013). Whether the programme itself was cause or
consequence of this change is of course hard to decide but I would contend that its
launch was, probably unwittingly, the determining factor behind it.
Chimbutane’s book is thus an invitation to reflect on issues pertaining to education
in a very specific postcolonial setting. On the whole Chimbutane has succeeded in
turning an academic degree – the book is based on a PhD elaborated at Birmingham in
Great-Britain - into a readable and most useful volume. I will not deal here though with
the main topic of the book. My contribution is meant as complementary rather than
critical. I am concerned here with the historical background. I will present in some de-
tails aspects which, I contend, have been omitted, forgotten or underplayed in
Chimbutane’s otherwise thoughtfully managed study. This is not intended merely for
the sake of setting historical records right but because, on the one hand, past policies
of cultural denial are crucial to understand the dynamics of today’s situation, and on
the other, literary developments during the early assimilation period may offer cues to
the much needed promotion of African languages, which is one of today’s most re-
hearsed but less heeded leitmotivs.Frelimo’s protracted denial
One of the central points of Chimbutane’s thesis is to highlight the positive impact that
bilingual education in Mozambique, limited though its scope remains, has had on the
speakers’ own perception of the value of their language and culture (p 13 & 15 & 106),
triggering a dramatic turn about of the dominant ideological discourse.
It is undeniable that part of the programme’s popularity in rural areas stems from the
novelty that it represented, after a protracted history of negation of African languages and
values and might be taken as an illustration of the tendency to adhere to policies adverse to
what was propounded during the colonial or pre-independence period, demonstrated à
contrario by the example of South Africa (Lafon 2011). However Chimbutane passes very
briefly (p3 & seq.) over the Frelimo pre-1990 policy of modernism which attempted to rele-
gate African languages to (at best) families (for instance Matusse 1994:545), conversely em-
phasizing the anecdotal use of African languages by President Samora Machel himself (p44,
160). Still this legacy, which invites itself inadvertently in a later passage (p124), is crucial to
gain an understanding of attitudes which remain dominant, namely its popularity with rural
communities and the reluctance of the administration to fully embrace the programme,
which, if this were a clue to Chimbutane’s discretion, would only prove my point further.
In Mozambique, not only were local languages systematically denigrated from the
1930s during colonial rule to the extent of being called ‘dog’s languages’ according to a
testimony (p110), but, as in few other places, they were further marginalized for a good
20 years after Independence, when they were referred to, as they still are, as ‘dialects’,
thus denying them the status of a language.
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which a small minority of Black and mulattoes (mixed-blood people, mestiços) were ele-
vated almost to the level of the Portuguese settlers in terms of rights and privileges, in-
cluding access to education, provided they adhered to Portuguese Christian values and
attitudes (Mondlane 1979). The administrative unification of the whole indigenous
population in 1961 with the rescission of forced labour and other vexing measures
resulted, in urban areas, in further spreading assimilation as a desired model. At Inde-
pendence in 1974 Frelimo adopted a Marxist discourse that espoused many ideological
tenets of ‘assimilation’ for the sake of national unity and ‘progress’. ‘The project of na-
tional unity’ (p99) echoed the 19th century ‘classical ideal of a centralised nation state’
(Kamwangamalu 2008:174) in its Stalinist embodiment, which required one unique
language for a nation to exist (Rocha 2006:19). If such concern in a country with no
common history except that of suffering under the same colonial master (Mondlane
1979:96) is self-explanatory, especially as, due to the geo-political environment, it com-
bined with a fear of being overpowered by English (Rothwell 2001), the obsession with
the pursuance of ‘progress’ is not. Progress implied, for the Frelimo leadership, bringing
forth a ‘new man’ (Mugomba 1981). For this to happen, it was deemed essential to re-
linquish the very same African practices deemed ‘pagan’, ‘barbarian’ or ‘backwards’ in
the previous age and replace them by so-called ‘modern’ (viz., European-centred) ones,
moreover uniform across the country. Language-wise, this meant the abandonment of
the local languages seen as divisive in favour of the proclaimed national one,
Portuguese, that extensive education programmes were disseminating. Local languages
were prohibited in official places (Firmino 2005: 142). This strategy however was self-
defeating: how could the new revolutionary schools attain “a rich interaction with
surrounding peasant communal villages” (Mugomba 1981: 216), a condition for their
sustainability, without interacting with them in their own language and acknowledging
their values? Since Geffray’s 1990 pioneer study, this scenario has been widely exposed.
Such disdain for time-tested engrained practices already encroached upon by colonial
rule nurtured support for Renamo, an armed opposition movement triggered by the
neighbouring racist states of Rhodesia and South Africa. I argue elsewhere (Lafon 2008
& 2013) that one underlying reason for Frelimo’s attitude culture-wise lies in the appro-
priation of the assimilation ideology by cadres most of whom emanated from this very
minute strata. With very few exceptions, only former assimilados and mulattoes had
had access to secondary schooling, and those who had not were fascinated by its trap-
pings and had longed for the status.
It took the promulgation of a constitution allowing for multiparty democracy in 1994
in the wake of the peace agreement to give clearance to adult education programmes
relying on local languages; and another ten years to see them considered, with extreme
caution, in formal education.Early literacy developments in Mozambique - ‘assimilação uniformizadora’
One step deeper into the past, Chimbutane also underplays a unique episode in Mo-
zambican history which may be of significance to-day. Even though he pays tribute to
the important role played by Protestant churches in the instrumentalization and main-
tenance of African languages through biblical translation and other edifying texts,
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the state-supported Catholic Church was allowed to exercise a near monopoly over it
(p46). Still, in the South, by the 1880s the Protestant Missions had already incepted a
bilingual education of sorts, which was rapidly to bear fruits. This episode has been ex-
tensively described by Cruz e Silva (2001) and Harries (especially 2007). By 1896 there
were already 900 ‘educated’Africans (Rocha 2006:99) most, it can safely be assumed, lit-
erate in their own language(s). The figure may seem small but in the conditions prevail-
ing at the time this was not negligible. The Swiss Mission had started to print biblical
translations in local languages (Cruz e Silva 2001:50), a feat which implied local agency.
For example, from 1890 father Robert Ndevu Mashaba published religious works in
Ronga and by 1908 the Bible was translated in Tswa. Moreover, Chimbutane sets the
inception of the assimilation policy when it was officially promulgated in 1917 (p34).
But, prior to the date, colonial policy had held promises of racial integration through
‘assimilação uniformizadora’ (‘uniformising assimilation’) (Rocha 2006:124). ‘Educated’
blacks and mulattoes, referred to as Black or African Portugueses or ‘filhos da terra’
(children of the soil), set apart from the mass of ‘indigenes’, enjoyed theoretically the
same privileges as white Portugueses and some even occupied relatively high offices
(Rocha 2006:40, 71). This subsided gradually after the influential Antonio Enes’ 1893
report on the administration of the colony (Penvenne 1989:266), especially when the
Republican administration in charge from 1910 tried to lure new settlers from the
home country whose main qualification lay in their skin colour. Regulations were
passed to establish job privileges for white Portugueses by containing ‘assimilated’ non-
whites, leading to the 1917 assimilado status which compelled them to carry a docu-
ment and was largely perceived as a drawback. After the 1917 coup in Portugal which
paved the way for Salazar’s Estado Novo, eventually established in 1933, educational en-
deavours of Protestant missions, suspect of instilling dangerous ideas into native minds,
were curtailed, their use of African languages being a ready excuse to target them.
Still, prior to this closure, from the early 1900s, emerged, among the ‘filhos da terra’,
a political movement christened ‘nativismo’, known mostly through O Gremio Africano
de Lourenço Marquès (The African Guild of LM, the name of the Portuguese settle-
ment in the Maputo area). It was created and guided by the Albasini brothers, them-
selves mulattoes and widely seen as the founding fathers of Mozambican nationalism.
If Portuguese took uncontested precedence in their practices and discourse – they
pledged loyalty to Portugal (and hence to the language) even though they were harsh
critics of some of its policies - they commonly and unashamedly used African lan-
guages in their bulletins. O Africano, The African, O Gremio’s mouth-piece, founded in
1908, and its sequel O Brado Africano from 1918, were bi-, if not multi- lingual, as O
Africano’s subtitle in Ronga illustrates (facsimile in Rocha 2006:115). The 1917 status
which the Gremio vehemently and constantly opposed was published in Ronga (Rocha
2006:148, 151, 197). Granted, the Gremio’s position on language was somewhat am-
biguous. In an acceptance of the assimilation rationale, they demanded education and
the teaching of Portuguese for all Africans as a step towards their improvement and
equality with Whites, and looked down on African language literacy, criticising the
Protestant missions’ orientation in that regard (Cruz e Silva 2001; Rocha 2006). In the
1920s a splinter group published for some time Dambu dja Africana, The African Sun,
purely in Ronga. As the split seems to have emerged from a cleavage between
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(Honwana and Isaacman 1988; Penvenne 1989; Moreira 1997; Lopes 1998; Rocha 2006;
infopedia http://www.infopedia.pt/$o-brado-africano, accessed July 2010). These devel-
opments evoke a similarly divided attitude among the South African mission-educated
black elite of the same period, represented by the likes of Jabavu, Plaatje, Dube, etc.
(see Ndletyana 2008), who, if with misgivings, expressed themselves both in English
and in their own languages.
These facts underline the literary tradition local languages, mostly Ronga, can boast,
which contradict categorical statements such as the absence of “any prior tradition of
bilingual education” in Mozambique (p1). Such silence is regrettable. Limited as it may
have been, with to-day’s situation in mind, this remarkable episode, constantly
underplayed in official history - Albasini’s pieces in Portuguese and Ronga are yet to be
compiled and studied - may be pregnant of a promising future a. Then was a time when
the main non-white intellectuals published in a truly bilingual fashion, not shrinking
from writing in their own as well as in the colonial language. This reminds us of the re-
sponsibility of intelligentsias in matters cultural and linguistic. The school may well
start rehabilitating African languages, but, for their written use to outgrow school man-
uals, it has to be adopted and become common practices. If the opportunity presently
opened in Mozambique for linguistic transformation is not to be wasted, what the early
assimilados did in terms of vernacular writing must be emulated by Mozambican intel-
lectuals of the day. In that respect, the recent celebration of Bento Sitoe’s achievements
as an academic and an inspired Ronga novelist and play-writer is encouraging, and it is
reassuring to see, after a timid start, that shelves in Maputo’s bookshops unashemedly
display new helpings of books in local languages.Endnotes
a After the completion of this piece I was made aware of the existence of the Co-
operative Africana Microform Project (CAMP) which « micro-filmed nearly complete
run of » both O Africano and O Brado Africano (see Penvenne 2010).
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